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In a period when trade events have been put
on hold, companies of all industrial sectors
are working to ﬁnd ways to continue their
activities. In this article R.C.N. Solutions
shows us how it is doing this, responding
to demands for customisation and complete
production solutions.

W

e are approaching the end of
the year and it
is a real challenge to accept that glasstec 2020 will
not take place in its usual
format, leaving a business
gap that we hope will be
ﬁlled by next year’s edition.
In fact, the ongoing health
emergency does not allow the regular operations
of exhibitions and trade
shows, and we are all responsible for virus containment measures, practising
social distancing too.
R.C.N. Solutions is facing these global events in
a world that seems to be
moving in slow motion,
and is responding to this
dramatic time carrying out
its job as usual, with customers and market as its
priorities.

INVESTMENTS AND
PROJECTS
The Covid pandemic has
led to worries and perplexities regarding the future, and most investments

and projects have been
cancelled or postponed.
In spite of this situation,
R.C.N. has continued to
receive enquiries for machines, especially concerning customisation and complete production solutions,
which the company never
neglects or underestimates
because they are an important part of development.
But what has R.C.N. done
this year, forced to work in
closed premises?
First of all, it has enforced
Internet technology to keep
in contact with the global
business world, especially
to support the company’s
technical service, penalised
by the travel ban. R.C.N.’s
way of ﬁghting these restrictions has been to provide remote assistance to
customers.
Company staff has worked
hard to implement the
new communication programme started in 2019;
the new company logo was
launched this year; while
the new catalogue and web-

cused more on concrete
complete production proposals rather than around
single products, and increasing the company’s
presence in the major in-

site will be presented in a
few weeks.
Furthermore,
company
growth also combines with
the changed image of the
advertising campaigns, fo-

DATA SHEET
CT950
Chemical Tempering Line
3200xH2200x1000mm

Active size
Glass thickness
to be processed

From 0.7mm to 19mm

Installed Power

Kw 40 - dome
Kw 100 - base

ECO SPECIAL 5000
Bending kiln
Active size

2500x5000mm

Chamber

1 chamber, heaters
divided in independent
heating sections

Thermocouples

6

Base-Trolley

Electrical movement.
Equipped with speed
regulator

Opening

Hydraulic top lifting

Installed Power

Kw 190

LAMMY SYSTEM 4
Laminating kiln
Active size

2500x5000mm

Chamber and Shelves

2 independent
chambers, 4 shelves

Aspiration pumps

4

Volcanized bags

4

Lifting platform

Capacity Kg. 2000

Installed Power

125 Kw
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ONGOING CO M PA N Y PR O D U CT I O N

ternational trade magazines with articles and online news.

RESPONDING TO THE
DEMAND FOR SAFETY
GLASS PROCESSING
MACHINES
One of the most important
parts of R.C.N.’s business
is the demand for safety
glass, pushing the market for new products and
equipment,
increasingly
responding to high quality
standards.
Flexibility, is, in fact, the
ability to be open to new,
different requirements, that
makes R.C.N. one of the
most appreciated manufacturers of machines for the
glass industry. The compa-

90
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ny started putting this policy into practice some years
ago, after understanding
that it was signiﬁcant and
highly important to have
other choices in addition
to the different standard
sizes, offering more possibility for customisation in
order to cover needs and
demand and satisfy clients.

NEW SYSTEM FOR
SAFETY GLASS
R.C.N. has always followed developments regarding the new use of
glass, responding with a
production layout made up
of three essential plants:
bending, chemical tempering and lamination. This
trio responds to the pro-

duction of safety glass, and
curved glass in particular.
The brand name of this
system is ISF ‘Integrated
Sequencing Framework’.
This production setting
is very important because
each line, which can be installed independently from
the others, has several options: from the different
independent heating zones
of the bending kiln, controlled by PLC, for complex curves; to chemical
tempering serving the optical, aeronautics automotive
industries, etc.; right up to
lamination, concluding the
cycle for the production of
safety glass.
The present trend is to use
thin glass – almost like

paper – for further lightweighting and transparency in buildings. Chemically
tempered thin glass can
be bent cold and at environmental temperature. It
is then used for façades,
after being laminated, as
it is ﬂexible and safe. This
technique has created a lot
of curiosity and interest especially because it revealed
to be low energy and costs
saving process.

LAMINATED GLASS
WITH FINISHED EDGES
R.C.N.’s most recent revolutionary development is
the new system to produce
laminated glass with ﬁnished edges, during which
the laminated glass comes
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Strasbourg Railway Station –
cold bent glass panels

out of the heating chamber
without excess EVA on the
edges, which is very difﬁcult to remove and thus requires additional time and
work.
The system is not based on
complicated modiﬁcations
of laminating recipes or the
interruption of the intake
at a certain stage, forcing
clients to a daily revision
of the production to adapt
each type of glass thickness
to the system, thus compromising the visual results
with bubbles and quality
adhesion result in the long
terms.
R.C.N.’s system is, in fact,
based on structured and
integrated technology installed in the laminating

kilns. This allows clients to
have a real important option for both ﬁnal products
and costs, also saving time.

PRODUCTION
STRONG POINTS
RESPONDING TO
CLIENT AND MARKET
NEEDS
These results are a further
example of R.C.N.’s skill in
adapting its production to
the needs and demands of
its clients, and, of course,
its constant efforts. The
sequence of all these elements create the company’s
special DNA, which will
continue to be an important
part of the company in its
future growth.
R.C.N.’s production has a

number of strong points
that create added value, together with the possibility
to check processes remotely, using the new R.C.N.
‘Easy Connect’ App. Quality control is an important,
delicate job, and machine
monitoring is part of this
procedure. R.C.N.’s App
allows remote control from
PLC, tablet and/or mobile phone, also giving the
chance to modify production parameters during
processing. The same App
can be used to start a late
run or to check remotely
together with the R.C.N.
staff.
R.C.N. has, as we can see,
used this difﬁcult time as
the motivation to consider

new perspectives cultivating remote contacts and
work, while keeping an eye
on market requirements
and clients’ demands, and
– of course – being ready
for new goals.

RCN Solutions Srl

Via Marcatutto, 7
Italy
20080 Albairate (MI) Tel.: 02-94602434
Fax: 02-94602244
t
E-mail: info@rcnsolutions.i

www.rcnsolutions.it
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LAMINATING
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N E WS

RCN

Pro-active business partners; laminating layers
for extreme glass applications

T

he international crisis

Requests for REVA BF have undergone a sharp increase since

has caused a lot of

March 2020, obliging the company to double production

uncertainty and we all have experienced disadvantages,

shifts and plan future investments, especially aimed at the

suffering the limitations in travelling, in business visits and

manufacture of wider sizes.

in lacking face to face communication, making maintaining

RCN stock is always up-to-date, based on a warehouse first-

visibility difficult to maintain.

in/first-out mode, thus always granting fresh lots available to

In short, we are having to reinvent our way of working; reor-

be delivered to customers.

ganising our business strategy to confirm our steady presence

The choice of the raw materials is very important in produc-

in the glass industry.

tion and the supply from a number of international chemical

In this situation, the RCN team has compacted and is con-

companies, together with accurate production and controls,

tinuously showing its true value. In fact, the company’s highly

are the characteristics behind one of the great peculiarities of

professional, international team, have consistently worked to

REVA BF: quality constancy.

serve the market, and have been very sensitive but not intimi-

Quality, reliability, transparency are no more only abstract

dated by the dramatic global events.

words, but can be experienced with REVA BF, the last genera-

RCN has – and is – continuing to provide all its support, re-

tion of laminating interlayers, suitable

sulting in increased sales of REVA BF, RCN’s laminating in-

for all the extreme glass applications.

terlayer, which differs both in quality and performance: the
unique product the laminating market is demanding.

18
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CA S E H I S T O R Y

R.C.N. Solutions
CONSTANT AND CONTINUOUS
RELIABILITY IN TECHNOLOGY
AND HUMAN CONTACT FOR
GRUPPO VETRARIO PACI
2
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A recent visit to one of R.C.N. Solutions’ historical clients Paci Glassworks - gave Glass-Technology International the perfect
example of how to maintain client relationships through constant
availability, listening to their requests, and basically being there
when needed – with the right machinery, of course!

Glass-Technology International 2/2020
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O

ne of the most
important strong
points of R.C.N.
is its availability and ability to listen to its clients,
creating unique machines
that are built in response to
each glassworks’ particular
needs.
We recently went to one
of R.C.N. Solutions’ historical clients – Paci Glassworks, northern Italy – to
speak to the first and second generation of the Paci
family about their ongoing
and historical relationship
with R.C.N., and how the
company is continuing to
provide complete service.
Roberta Cometti, International Business Relationships and Simone Vecchi,
Sales & Technical Manager

4

at R.C.N., told us how Paci
had decided to re-invest in
R.C.N. and its machines,
trusting once again in the
constant and continuous
reliability of the technology
and people in their production of specific and specialized glass.

PACI: “NEVER SAY WE
CAN’T DO IT!”
With the second (but some
say third) generation of
the family in the company, Gruppo Vetrario Paci
was founded in 1959 – 60
years of activities (but almost 100 years of experience!), and is located to the
north of Milan, in Brianza.
The first activities of the
company concerned artistic and artisan production,

Glass-Technology International 2/2020

where the presence of a
master glassmaker was an
essential part of everyday
work.
Over the years, thanks to
continuous
investments
and inventions, Paci has always been one step ahead
of competition. Of course
expansion also includes
company area and, after
working in a small rented
warehouse, the company
moved on to purchase its
own premises, which were
expanded as per production requirements.
The 1970s saw the founding of Italvetrine, for the
manufacture of display
cases, promotional sales
units and shop fittings,
which then led to the
building of new premises,
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expanding to the present
16,500 square metres of
the company.
Paci is now an important
player in manufacturing
both industrial and art
glass, also through its subsidiary Italvetrine.
Another important aspect
of the daily work at Paci
is that of processing large
glass sheets, made possible thanks to a partnership
with Isotempra, which also
involves PCB colour lamination and much more.

From left: Roberta Cometti,
International Business
Relationships at R.C.N.,
Maurilio Paci of Paci
Glassworks, Simone Vecchi,
Sales & Technical Manager,
both from R.C.N., Roberto Paci,
Paci Glassworks

Glass-Technology International 2/2020
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LAMMY SYSTEM 260L 4+2
Glass size: 2600x5100mm
technical specifications:
2 independent heating chambers
1 level storage area with 3 positions
6 laminating levels – (2 for each chamber + 2 external)
6 Silikosoft – vulcanized lamination bags, with special closure
4 extraction pumps + 1 external pump with 2 connections
2 automatic side hatches for chamber cooling
1 electric platform, capacity: 2000 kg.
1 PLC touch screen
Installed power: 130 Kw

ONGOING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
R.C.N. AND PACI
During our visit to Paci
Glassworks, we discovered that this new R.C.N.
machine is not the first for
Paci. The company has, in
fact, decided to invest once

6

again in R.C.N. machines
and technology. One of the
important reasons behind
this choice is that Paci’s
production is made up of
‘special’ products – not in
series – requiring, therefore, special machines.
Maurilio Paci, the second generation of the Paci

Glass-Technology International 2/2020

family, along with his son
Edoardo spoke to us about
the company’s production, and why their choice
was for R.C.N. once again:
“When we had to decide to
create ‘alternative’ or niche
production, our choice was
for R.C.N.”
“In any case, a great deal
of our production is also
based on industrial glass
processing with PVB, as
we are also co-founders
and partners of Isotempra,
while, thanks to the use
of this EVA furnace from
R.C.N., we can diversify
our production, focusing
more on these niche products using metal, textiles
and other products to be
laminated between the

| 13
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glass, as well as for urgent
requests.”
“Our first laminating furnace from R.C.N., purchased
in 2013, was smaller, with
two levels, for glass sizes
of 2,200mm x 3,800mm.
This new furnace has 4+2
(6) levels, for glass sizes of
2,600mm x 5,100mm, with
production ongoing right

from the day after installation.”
“An important characteristic
of our company – and of our
family – is that of keeping up
with technology. My father
first, and then my brother
and I, have always been in
the forefront when it comes
to new machines and technology!”

Roberta Cometti, Simone
Vecchi, R.C.N.: “So this
could mean that your next
machine may be one of our
chemical tempering furnaces…..”
Maurilio Paci: “Why not.
We all know that traditional tempering distorts the
glass a little while chemical tempering does not. It’s

| 14

true that this technology is
still in its early stages but
we need to consider the advantages that we can have
with this technology.”
“The only type of glass that
we have never produced is
that for buildings and construction – IG glass. This
is probably due to the fact
that the industry in the area

Glass-Technology International 2/2020
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where we are – Brianza –
is mainly focused on furniture and interior design,
and there was no need for
us to branch out into another sector.”
Roberta Cometti, R.C.N.: Af-

8

ter all these years, and after
seeing and experiencing
the many changes of glass
processing, what is your
opinion on today’s market?
Maurilio Paci: My personal
idea right now is that per-

Glass-Technology International 2/2020

fection is not enough. We
always need to be one step
ahead of the demands of
our clients, improving on
their demands and on the
standards that glassmakers
have.

Glass-Technology
International (GTI): How has
your production changed
in terms of domestic and
international markets and
exports?
Maurilio Paci: We work

| 15
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very little for international
markets at present due to
the changes in the markets
and demands regarding
not just quality, but even
more focused on speed
and quantity. In the past,

our percentage for exports
was a lot higher. But we still
work internationally but indirectly – as a ‘component’
of finished products.
GTI: This is your second

A CU S T O M I S ED M A CH I N E
F O R PA CI G LA S S W O R K S
One of the most important strong points of R.C.N. is its availability and
ability to listen to its clients, creating unique machines that are built in
response to each glassworks’ particular needs.
Paci Glassworks wanted a customised machine for its specific
production needs and R.C.N. accepted this challenge, supply a nonstandard sized machine with particular features. The furnace was, in fact,
made entirely following indications from Paci, with structure and sizes
discussed and designed in collaboration with the client.

machine from R.C.N., but
our question is why did you
choose an R.C.N. machine
the first time?
Maurilio Paci: A very important part of our choosing
R.C.N. is the commercial
relationship that we found
with them, their continuous presence, always ready
to respond to our needs and
demands, with valid advice
in processing and the right
machinery to use.

R.C.N. Solutions Srl

Via Marcatutto 7
20080 Albairate (Milano) Italy
Tel: +39 02 94602434
Fax: +39 02 94602244

www.rcnsolutions.it
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